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The notion 'deep structure' has been introduced into linguistics in order to better account for the speaker's intuition regarding utterances. What is directly open to linguistic analysis is surface structure. Deep structure is a set of hypotheses about our understanding of surface structure phenomena.

Although many papers have been published concerning the theory of deep structure, its very character still seems to be insufficiently explored. If deep structure is to account for the speaker's intuition with regard to his understanding of utterances, it has to be closely related to surface structure. Deep structure is an abstraction. In this respect every type of grammar in the past had to take it into account to some extent, even though linguists were not always aware of it. If a linguist said that such forms as sing, sings, singing, sang, sung in English represent one word it was an abstraction based on the fact that speakers assign these forms to one word. None of the forms cited separately could be considered as the word, as word is an abstraction.

Examples like this are common in traditional or structural linguistics. They cannot, however, be recognized as a conscious theory of deep structure. Chomsky has tried to discover elements of such a theory in the work of scholars of previous centuries (cf. Chomsky 1964, 1965: 198-200), but it is the linguistics of recent years that should be credited with its explicit formulation.

The deep structure of particular languages must be based on regularities which can be observed in utterances. Forms like sing, sings, singing, sang, sung can be considered as representing one word only because the relationship between them resembles the relationship between such forms as ring, rings, ringing, rang, rang; drink, drinks, drinking, drank, drunk, and further like, likes, liking, liked, liked etc. On the basis of such proportions forms of the type go, goes, going, went, gone can be accounted for because their functions and distribution resemble the functions and distribution of the other sets.
In my opinion, basing conclusions about deep structure on isolated examples is not justified. I mean here statements such as the one by J. F. Staal (1987: 66–67) to the effect that the deep structures of the sentences *He follows her* and *She precedes him* are identical. Such investigations may certainly have value for the logical analysis of sentences, but they cannot be considered as purely linguistic. Linguistic analysis should be based on language data. Paraphrases do not always justify conclusions about deep structure. Only constructions displaying regular relationships can be taken into account in looking for deep structure types. I do not, however, want to deny the value of logical analysis of language, whose importance for some linguistic areas has been proved. Structures determined by logical analysis are especially important for purposes of machine translation, as they have a more abstract character and are therefore more universal than structures singled out by purely linguistic analysis. But only a deep structure which is closely related to surface structure data will contribute to the understanding of a particular language system.

There is no one-to-one correspondence between given deep structures and surface structures from the point of view either of the former or of the latter. The same deep structure can be represented by several synonymous surface structures and, vice versa, several different deep structures may have their counterparts in an identical surface structure. Ambiguities of surface structures result from the fact that the meaning of the deep structure is preserved while it is being transformed into a surface structure. Deep structure simply reflects the intuition of the speaker, for whom there is no ambiguity or homonymy (cf. Jakobson 1963: 64). The speaker always refers a surface structure utterance to an appropriate ambiguous deep structure pattern, just as he always connects every phonetic word of his language with one unambiguous lexical unit. There is no general, ambiguous *raith* for English speakers but either *raith* = *write*, *raith* = *rite*, or *raith* = *right* etc. It is precisely for this reason that we say deep structure accounts for the speaker’s intuition. What we mean by this is that the deep structure hypothesis implies that speakers relate various surface structure constructions to appropriate deep structure types.

I should like to emphasize here, however, that deep structure cannot be expected to reflect the speaker's thoughts. What linguists can examine is the speaker's utterances. A linguist is not entitled to ascribe meanings to sentences which are not expressed in some formal way, although logical or ontological analysis might allow such meanings. Grammar should be concerned with language synonymy but ought not to concern itself with equivalences which are not conditioned linguistically, e.g. equivalences of the type:

*Irene came = Edward's daughter came.* (1)

Such equivalences lie beyond the scope of the linguist's competence. In order to state that *Irene* = *Edward's daughter*, it is necessary to refer to extralinguistic experience. That is why we cannot require a grammar to account formally for all synonymous utterances often cited as paraphrases. A linguist can be expected to explain relationships between constructions which display regular interdependencies (e.g. active — passive, subordinate clause — nominal construction, participial construction — infinitival construction). Isolated facts should be shifted to the lexicon (the lexicon may also be examined from the viewpoint of its deep structure, but this is another question).

As is well known, two types of relations, paradigmatic and syntagmatic, can be distinguished in language. Too little attention has as yet been given in transformational-generative grammar to the latter. The meaning of a sentence is made up both of the meanings of the morphemes contained in it and of the meanings expressed by its structure. This fact has long been recognized by structuralists. Take as an example the English sentence:

*John kicked Harry.* (2)

It informs us not only that reference is being made to 'a John', 'a Harry' and an action of 'kicking', but also that it is John who kicked Harry and not the other way around. The latter piece of information, which results from the structure of the sentence, concerns a relational meaning. Countless extralinguistic relations can be observed, and they are expressed in language to different degrees. A linguist should not omit this aspect of language.

In transformational-generative grammar these problems have been neglected until quite recently. Categories, i.e. paradigmatic relations, have been emphasized instead. This tendency was inherited from American descriptive linguistics, which concerned itself very little with problems of syntagmatic relations, at least at the sentence level. We look in vain for such concepts as 'subject', 'object', etc. in the works of classic descriptivists; nor were they mentioned in Chomsky's early work. But the notions of parts of speech (or lexical classes) and word-order do not fully specify syntactic functions. The overemphasis on sequence problems in transformational-generative grammar resulted from the fact that it was primarily developed on the basis of English material where the role of word-order is significant (though only in surface structure). It is only recently that generativists' attention has turned to concepts expressing relational properties in deep structure.

Chomsky's solution proposed in Aspects (1965: 69) to reduce syntagmatic relations to statements of the type ‘NP’s relation to S’ or ‘NP’s relation to VP’ cannot be considered satisfactory, as he does not take their semantics into account. Shortcomings of this kind in transformational-generative grammar can be reduced to the underestimation of sentence members or so-called syntagmatic positions (cf. Karolak 1983). The structure of a sentence can be specified only by labelling its syntagmatic positions and indicating which lexical classes can take these positions. Each such position can be occupied by several different categories. It is only the position that interrelates such
Although the sentences cited vary in form, the semantic relationships between Janek — pisze — list remain the same. These are relational meanings. This resembles the behavior of words which can take various inflectional forms in various contexts but do not change their lexical values, compare in Polish: rek-a, rek-i, re-c etc. The only difference between these two types of semantic identity is that the first is relational and the second is lexical.

Relational meanings expressed by sentences should be carefully examined and appropriate semantic elements distinguished as deep structure counterparts of such surface structure notions as 'subject', 'object', 'complement', 'adverbials'. This investigation should be carried out in every language with careful reference to the expression system of that language. Then such concepts come into play as the following: action, state, trait, action-author, action-causer, action-involved, trait-causer, benefactive, attending, cause, condition, concession, time, place, circumstance, manner. Languages differ with respect to distinguishing particular functions structurally. Some languages distinguish functions which are irrelevant in others, e.g. feeling as separate from action and state, or rather as a subtype of action. For example, in Leshtian the function 'feeling' is expressed in the following way. In sentences containing verbs which denote feeling, action-authors are expressed by the dative, while in other sentences with transitive verbs the agentive case shows up in this position (cf. Golab 1958: 37-38). The Avar language even distinguishes two types of feeling — sensorial and emotional. In the former case the action-author (or rather feeling-author) shows up in the dative, in the latter case in the accusative (cf. Golab 1958: 37-38).

In Polish, on the other hand, such distinctions are not made. The sentences

Janek bije Staszka 'John beats Staszek'
(6)
Janek widzi Staszka 'John sees Staszek'
(7)

display the same structural characteristics, for example both can be passivized:

Staszek jest bity przez Janka 'Staszek is being beaten by John'
(8)
Staszek jest widziany przez Janka 'Staszek is being seen by John'
(9)

Which relational meanings are expressed by sentences depends mainly on predication. I share the opinion that the center and at the same time the constitutive member of a sentence is predication (cf. Kuryłowicz 1948). Predication, however, is a wider notion than verb or copula. Nominal sentences have predication even if they do not contain a copula in the surface structure, compare in Russian:

On dobryj chéovek 'He is a good man'
(10)
On učítel' 'He is a teacher'
(11)
There are many utterances like the above, in which all three positions are explicitly expressed, but we also encounter sentences which are incompletely specified from this viewpoint:

Staszek uderzono 'Staszek was hit' (25)
Staszek uderzono kamieniem 'Staszek was hit with a stone' (26)
Kamień uderzył Stasza 'A stone hit Staszek' (27)
Jacek uderzył Staszka 'Jacek hit Staszek' (28)

Some authors are apt to interpret the deep structure function of all inanimate surface structure subjects as instrument (cf. Fillmore 1968, Lee 1983). The problem, however, does not seem that simple. Consider the following sentences in Polish:

Cogła uderzyła Janka 'A brick hit John' (29)
Skała zmiażdżyła zarówno 'A rock crushed a deer' (30)
Wiatr zlałem drzewo 'Wind broke the tree' (31)
Staszek uderzył Janka 'Staszek hit John' (29a)
Staszek zmiażdżył sarnę 'Staszek crushed a deer' (30a)
Staszek zlał drzewo 'Staszek broke the tree' (31a)

There are two main differences between sentences 29, 30, 31 and 29a, 30a, 31a. First, the classes of nouns occupying the position of the surface structure subject are different (animate in the former examples and inanimate in the latter). Second, the action itself can be treated as either intentional or non-intentional. These two factors need not co-occur, since animate action-authors can also cause non-intentional actions on the one hand, and inanimate action-authors (e.g. wind, water, sea, river, computer) can cause actions considered by speakers as intentional. We cannot, however, be concerned with the logical or ontological point of view here. What we have to do is try to find out those meanings which are expressed linguistically. If we transform such sentences with inanimate surface structure subjects into passive constructions we shall easily see that they may be divided into two groups. In one of these groups the prepositional expression 'през + NP' becomes the equivalent of the surface structure subject, in the other the instrumental case:

Janek został uderzony cogłą 'John has been hit with a brick' (29b)
Sarna została zmiażdżona przez skałę 'A deer has been crushed by a rock' (30b)
Drzewo zostało zlał przez wiatr 'The tree has been broken by wind' (31b)

It seems reasonable to claim that this formal surface-structure difference corresponds to the speaker's intuition regarding the deep structure distinction between action-authors and instruments. It is only in examples of the first type (i.e. 29) that one can talk about the position 'instrument'. This supposition is confirmed by the transformational relations. It is not difficult to con-
The constituent wchód burzy has to be distinguished as a separate function distinct both from 'place' and 'time' (cf. Klemensiewicz 1963: 46) for the sentence has already constituents in these functions ('time': pewnego razu, 'place': przez las). This supposition is supported by the transformational relations in the sentence. 'Circumstance' can be taken away from the sentence and expressed by means of a coordinate sentence:

Janek szedł pewnego razu przez las i była burza 'John went once through a wood and there was storm' (43a)

Syntagmatic positions can be filled by various paradigmatic categories, first of all — if we abstract from predication — by Noun Phrase and Noun Phrase with S, then by Adjective, Adverb. Since it is predication which is the central member of the sentence, functional properties of deep structure categories may be represented schematically in terms of a dependency grammar as follows:

In principle, every such position can be taken by NP or S (i.e. an embedded sentence). Consider:

Janek często śpi po obiedzie 'John often sleeps in the afternoon' (44)
Kto jest zmiętny, ten dobrze śpi 'He who is tired sleeps well' (45)
Chłopiec czuje swoją samotność 'The boy feels his loneliness' (46)
Chłopiec czuje, że jest samotny 'The boy feels that he is lonely' etc. (47)

But in fact there is no consistent parallelism here (cf. Polański 1967: 43-45). There are positions which cannot be taken by an embedded sentence (e.g. 'action', 'state'), while other positions are exclusively or at least preferably filled by sentences, as the positions 'result' and 'condition' in Polish.

When a syntagmatic position in the deep structure admits a sentence (i.e. an embedded sentence), special problems arise. Since co-occurring sentences often refer to the same extralinguistic elements some constituents must be repeated:

Janek znalazł pióro. Okazało się, że pióro było własnością kolegi Janka. Kolega zgubił pióro wracając ze szkoły. Etc. 'John found
Functional properties of deep structure categories shows up in the function of subject. In the one case the surface structure of direct and dependent questions is identical, while in the other it differs:

Who teaches him mathematics? (51)
Do you know who teaches him mathematics? (51a)
What does he teach? (52)
Do you know what he teaches? (52a)

The linguist's task is to establish the deep structure on the basis of surface structure data and then to provide rules for transforming deep structures into surface structure utterances.
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I call such embedded sentences intensional clauses (cf. Poliński 1967: 93 - 139).